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The OnBase Payoff
• Streamline incident logging with
simple data entry while in the
field
• Improve access to information
from with filters and search
capabilities
• Accelerate implementation with
quick installation and simple
officer training

Streamline incident logging and
management
From public safety to crime reduction, your police department’s top priorities rely on timely
access to critical information. Officers need a simple way to enter and access important
incident-related details to make better, informed decisions.
OnBase streamlines the incident logging process, allowing all personnel to easily log field
activities, capture related media and access relevant information – whether in the field or at
the station.
Simplify incident entry and access to information for officers in the field
With OnBase, your officers easily log incidents on their laptops while on patrol – adding
relevant information and, if necessary, marking a log as ‘high priority’ for simple retrieval and
future reference. Along with entering data, officers easily upload photos or videos taken at
the scene, which are then automatically linked to the incident entry. In addition, to effectively
prepare before responding to an incident, they can search for an individual’s name or the
address of the crime to see if this individual or location was involved in previously logged
events.
For example, when an officer responds to a call detailing possible criminal activity, he or she
can log the location and details of the incident without leaving the patrol car. Photos taken at
the site or video captured with the dashboard camera are immediately uploaded to OnBase
and automatically associated with the logged incident. Officers can also view media and
documents associated with past incidents, for reference, while completing new logs.
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LOG INCIDENTS

Ease of entry from the field
Search past reports
Take and upload photos
Assign priority

ACCESS INFORMATION

Verify intelligence
Inform decisions
Reduce risk of error
Search and filter reports

While in the field, if an officer witnesses a crime or notes pieces of intelligence that need to
be verified by another officer, the second officer simply opens the incident log and checks
a verification box. Additionally, to support compliance with federal regulations, OnBase
automatically deletes logs that include pieces of intelligence that have not been verified after
a year.
Improve information retrieval and organization for shift change briefings
Keeping officers well-informed is imperative to their safety while in the field. So, as
supervising officers brief them before their shift, it is critical that the supervisor has the
most important, up-to-date information at hand.
OnBase facilitates more efficient shift change briefings, allowing personnel to quickly
retrieve and organize critical information. During and after each shift, supervisors easily filter
through incident logs by keyword or by priority, as well as search through the logs to find
specific text in the officers’ notes.
OnBase also records a history of interactions with the logged content so personnel can
easily review who entered, edited or verified the information. This allows supervising
officers to better organize the logs presented during shift change meetings and reduces
the risk of dangerous oversights resulting from a lack of organized, complete information.
To provide all officers with a comprehensive view, supervisors can also easily reference and
share any related documents or media as they discuss the incidents at the briefings.
Ease implementation and administration
Leverage your existing OnBase investment to improve incident logging. The add-on
solution can be quickly implemented without additional IT intervention. And, with a simple
and intuitive interface, the solution requires minimal user training for officers, regardless of
whether they have previous experience with OnBase.
Equip your officers with the tools they need to continue to keep the public safe. Built
using OnBase Case Manager, an incident management solution streamlines daily logging
of patrol activities while improving access to and organization of important data and
documents.
Learn more at Hyland.com
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